Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Tony DiCicco & Deb Raber

Theme

Session date

28 February 2014

Team/Age Group

Youth Gkers
Time available

Goalkeeper Handling, Footwork, Collapse Dive & Hand Distribution
Field Session #1 - NSCAA Level 1 Goalkeeper Diploma

50 minutes

NOTES
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Warm-up1 is moving with the ball while demonstrating the 4 basic handling position for keepers:
1. Basket Catch; 2. Contour Catch; 3. Side-Contour Catch; 4. High-Contour Catch.
Also coach the "set-position"
Add in agility exercises to test agility but also to teach the re-stand technique and also to teach
proper collapse Dive technique
Challenge the goalkeepers with some footwork basic: mini-shuffle; cross-over step; drop step;
side-on run.
Partner handling exercises: slam basket; shot hop basket; box to contour or basket catch;
side-lie and catch with side contour; side-lie up and save.
Exercise #1 - Handling Challenge from different angles
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1. Start with ball near end line. GK makes save and then repositions and makes save from a ball
out front
2. Expand so that shots are taken from tight angle or played back to striker towards the top of the
18 to come in an finish

Exercise #2
Collapse dive catch - shuffle to center disk, save back to bar. Extend range and create a cross over
to shuffle and then back to save. Foot or hand serve.
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Keys:
1. Shuffle or cross-over shuffle footwork to be used
2. Recover at a slight angle away from the goal line
3. Use side-contour catching with a collapse dive
4. If can't catch parry wide to safety
5. Rebounds are live

Exercise #3
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Complicate the environment so that the keeper must change positions, get set to handle different
type of shoots. Back to goal striker can turn and shoot or lay-off for 1 time shot or lay-off for
dribble and shot.
Coach - handling - technical decision and ability; set-position; basic positioning (covered in depth
next session) and collapse dive saves - either catching using the side-contour or parrying or
tipping away from danger.
Review and cool down
Questions: Tony DiCicco - www.goalkeeper.com - SoccerPlus Goalkeeper School
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